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This paper investigates probabilistic logics endowed with independence relations. We review propositional probabilistic
languages without and with independence. We then consider graph-theoretic representations for propositional probabilis-
tic logic with independence; complexity is analyzed, algorithms are derived, and examples are discussed. Finally, we exam-
ine a restricted ﬁrst-order probabilistic logic that generalizes relational Bayesian networks.
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In this paper, we discuss formalisms that combine probabilistic and logical reasoning. This promising mix-
ture has old roots and has been rediscovered a few times. Pioneering eﬀorts by Boole [4] and by de Finetti [23]
were later generalized [33] and then surfaced in the artiﬁcial intelligence literature [55]. First-order probabilis-
tic logics have received contributions from several ﬁelds, ranging from philosophy of science to knowledge
representation [2,34,39,55]; in particular, signiﬁcant attention has been devoted to relational probabilistic lan-
guages in artiﬁcial intelligence research [30,42,58].
We can divide these probabilistic logics in two groups. In one group, probability assessments are rather
ﬂexible and independence relations have a subsidiary status. In the second group, probabilistic assessments
are required to specify a unique distribution and independence is an essential concept. In this paper, we con-
tribute by exploring probabilistic logics where independence is a central character and assessments are not tied
to uniqueness concerns.
In Section 2, we review relevant literature on propositional probabilistic logic, hopefully presenting matters
from a perspective that may be of interest, as we include discussions on inferential vacuity, on phase transi-
tions, on independence, and on zero probabilities. We then propose graph-theoretic representations inspired0888-613X/$ - see front matter  2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Section 6, we consider extensions of relational Bayesian networks [42]. Such networks combine fragments of
ﬁrst-order logic and graphs to obtain a reasonably ﬂexible language.
This paper progresses through a hopefully cogent sequence of languages. Even though we are most inter-
ested in languages with enough power to represent practical problems, we start from the most unassuming
one, propositional probabilistic logic without independence, and move slowly to more expressive languages.
This gradually accelerating pace is deliberate, as we hope to present convincing arguments for our basic
‘‘design’’ choices.
2. Satisﬁability, inferential vacuity, and independence
Consider ﬁrst propositional probabilistic logic (an excellent historical and technical review is given by Han-
sen and Jaumard [36]). We have propositions and Boolean operators (conjunction, disjunction, negation). A
truth assignment is a vector assigning either true or false to each proposition (assignments are often called pos-
sible worlds [55]). Satisfaction of a formula / by a truth assignment x is denoted by x  /.
Probabilities are deﬁned over truth assignments, and P(/) is understood as
P
x:x/P ðxÞ [29,36]. Our prob-
lem, referred to as probabilistic satisﬁability, is to ﬁnd whether or not there is a probability distribution sat-
isfying a set of m assessmentsP ð/i ^ uiÞP aiP ðuiÞ; with /i and ui formulas in n propositions: ð1Þ
Note that Expression (1) is similar to P(/ijui)P ai; however, the former is valid regardless of whether
P(ui) = 0 or not, while the latter is usually left undeﬁned when P(ui) = 0. We avoid issues of zero probability
in essence by assuming that all assessments are unconditional (Section 2.3 oﬀers additional references on this
issue).
2.1. Satisﬁability and inference
If there is a distribution satisfying assessments in Expression (1), then the assessments are satisﬁable.
Obtaining the minimum/maximum value for a probability P(/), subject to satisﬁable assessments, is an infer-
ence. Given our assumptions, inferences are solved by linear programming. If instead we wish to produce con-
ditional inferences, that is, minimum/maximum values for a conditional probability P(/ju), we must resort to
linear fractional programming (note that linear fractional programs can be transformed into linear programs
[10,36]).
Example 1. Consider the following hypothetical facts, inspired by Jaeger’s example on birds [41]. (Note: in all
examples, assessments are expressed through conditional probabilities, even though they should be
understood as Expression (1); we also use material implication to express constraints that can be easily
transformed to conjunctive normal form.) We have:
AntarcticBird! Bird, FlyingBird! Bird, Penguin! Bird, FlyingBird! Flies, Penguin! Flies, P(Flying-
BirdjBird) = 0.95, P(AntarcticBirdjBird) = 0.01, P(Bird)P 0.2, P(FlyingBird _ PenguinjAntarcticBird)P 0.2,
P(FliesjBird)P 0.8. Using fractional linear programming, we obtain P(PenguinjAntarcticBird) 2
[0.000,0.050] and P(FlyingBirdjBird ^ AntarcticBird) 2 [0.949,0.960].
The best exact algorithms for probabilistic satisﬁability are based on the revised simplex algorithm; prob-
lems with (n,m) up to (200,1000) have been solved exactly, and many approximations have been proposed
[36,37,44]. One might hope that phase transitions would be present in probabilistic satisﬁability, much as they
are present in SAT problems [49], so that hard problems would be concentrated in narrow regions. However,
even a preliminary experiment reveals that phase transitions, if they exist at all, do not follow here the easy–
hard–easy pattern observed in SAT. The graphs in Fig. 1 show time (wall-clock) to solve random probabilistic
satisﬁability problems. A problem was generated by ﬁxing the number of propositions n, the ratio r = m/n (m
is the number of assessments), and the number of literals per clause k. Each literal in each clause is positive or
negative with probability 1/2 [49], and each clause was associated with a randomly selected probability in [0,1].
For each combination of n, r and k, 30 problems were generated and a revised simplex (with column
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Fig. 1. Left and middle: time (s) to check satisﬁability of random problems. Right: time (s) to check satisﬁability of satisﬁable random
problems (note that these problems required more eﬀort).
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are known to be satisﬁable (the logical part is satisﬁable and the probabilistic assessments were generated from
a distribution over propositions). Overall, the pattern of all graphs in Fig. 1 suggests that the larger the prob-
lem, the harder it is to check its satisﬁability.
Some intuition on the easy–hard pattern displayed in Fig. 1 can be derived from related results in the lit-
erature. Note ﬁrst that the solution of probabilistic satisﬁability with the revised simplex algorithm requires
the solution of an auxiliary maximum weighted satisﬁability problem at each iteration of the simplex proce-
dure [36]. It has been reported that maximum weighted satisﬁability has an easy–hard pattern rather than an
easy–hard–easy pattern [5,72]. Thus it is not entirely surprising that probabilistic satisﬁability fails the easy–
hard–easy pattern that is so attractive in (usual) satisﬁability.
2.2. Inferential vacuity and independence
Computational complexity is not the only reason for concern in probabilistic logic. Another diﬃculty is
inferential vacuity — the concern that, due to the ﬂexibility of the language, it is too easy to obtain vacuous
inferences. A simple example of inferential vacuity is as follows. Suppose events A and B have no logical rela-
tion and P(A) = 1/2, P(B) = 1/2. Then bounds on P(A ^ B) are rather vacuous: P(A ^ B) 2 [0,1/2]. This
imprecision vanishes if A and B are independent; then P(A ^ B) = 1/4. In fact, standard statistical models typ-
ically avoid inferential vacuity by assuming independence relations. We should likewise obtain compact and
modular descriptions by adding independence relations to probabilistic logic.
Hence consider a three-place relation that denotes independence of / and n given u, where /, n and u are
propositional formulas. The relation is denoted by (/  nju). We again form 2n truth assignments for the n
propositions of interest, and take probability measures over this set of truth assignments. An assessment
P(/)P a is interpreted as before, and a relation (/  nju) now asserts independence among sets of truth
assignments. We interpret conditional independence of / and n given u to mean the constraint P(/ ^ nju) =
P(/ju)P(nju) whenever P(u) > 0 over all distributions that satisfy additional assessments. (We note that several
other concepts of independence have been proposed in the literature for situations where several distributions
may satisfy assessments [8,11,16,21,50,69,70])
We again transform constraints on conditional probabilities into constraints on unconditional probabili-
ties; thus the judgement of conditional independence (/  nju) is written as the nonlinear constraint:X
x/^n^u
P ðxÞ
 !

X
xu
P ðxÞ
 !
¼
X
x/^u
P ðxÞ
 !

X
xn^u
P ðxÞ
 !
: ð2ÞTo compute a tight upper bound on P(h) for a propositional formula h, we must ﬁnd max
P
xhPðxÞ subject to
assessments and independence relations.
We can deal with conditional inferences such as max P(hj#) by computing max P(h ^ #)/P(#) subject to
linear and nonlinear constraints. For this procedure to be meaningful, we must ﬁrst verify through nonlinear
programming that minP(#) > 0. In this paper, we leave max P(hj#) undeﬁned whenever min P(#) is equal to
zero (Section 2.3 comments on this).
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transformation [10,36]). To do so, introduce a function q such that q(x) = t P(x) where t P(#) = 1; to simplify
notation, we use qð/Þ ¼Px/qðxÞ for any formula /. We have to ﬁnd max(t P(h ^ #)), or rathermax
q
qðh ^ #Þ;
subject to : ð1Þ m linear constraints qð/i ^ uiÞ  aiqðuiÞP 0; Expressionð1Þ;
ð2Þ r multilinear constraints on qðxÞ ðmultiplying Expressionð2Þ by t2Þ;
ð3Þ constraints q ðxÞP 0 for all x and qð#Þ ¼ 1;
ð4Þ constraint
X
x
qðxÞ ¼ t:
ð3ÞProgram (3) takes us to nonconvex optimization; more precisely, to problems that can be expressed as mul-
tilinear programs. We have employed Sherali and Adams’ algorithm for multilinear programming in our tests
[66], because this algorithm iterates over a sequence of linear programs, and can thus beneﬁt from column gen-
eration techniques in large problems [36].
Example 2. Consider the constraints and assessments in Example 1, and suppose that AntarcticBird and
FlyingBird are independent (ability to ﬂy does not depend on origin). Then P(PenguinjAntarctic-
Bird) 2 [0.000,0.050] and P(FlyingBirdjBird ^ AntarcticBird) 2 [0.950,0.958].
Independence relations yield powerful constraints that reduce inferential vacuity. However, ‘‘unstructured’’
independence relations lead to diﬃcult problems: there are 2n truth assignments to handle, and additional non-
linear constraints. The techniques discussed so far cannot be directly applied.2.3. Conditioning and zero probabilities
In this short section, we comment on our strategy regarding conditioning on events of zero probability.
Readers who are comfortable with Expressions (1) and (3) may skip this section.
The strategy we have adopted is to avoid conditioning on events of zero probability by interpreting condi-
tional assessments as unconditional constraints. A perhaps more elegant strategy would be to take conditional
probability as a primitive notion, thus allowing conditioning on events of zero probability and allowing a
direct interpretation of conditional assessments. Theories that take conditional probability as primitive have
been advocated by de Finetti [23], Renyi [62], Popper [60], and many other researchers [7,31,38,61,71]. Infer-
ence then goes beyond linear programming [7,12,71]. Despite the added complexity of these algorithms, we
could have relied on them in this paper. However, matters are not so simple when we move to the deﬁnition
of independence.
When conditional probability is a primitive notion, a constraint such as Expression (3) does not fully cap-
ture the meaning of (/  nju), as Expression (3) can be satisﬁed even when P(/jn ^ u)5 P(/ju) (this can hap-
pen if P(n ^ u) = 0). More stringent deﬁnitions have been considered in important work [17,35,67,68]. A
diﬃculty here is that these more stringent deﬁnitions of independence fail properties that are important in
our present setting; in particular, some of the graphoid properties that are the basis of Bayesian network the-
ory [15,67]. Dealing with this issue, in any case a still controversial matter, would take us too far away from
our interests in this paper.
When we deal with sets of probability measures, we must take into account an additional feature of con-
ditioning. In producing the conditional probability P(hj#), we may ﬁnd that some possible measures have
P(#) = 0 while others have P(#) > 0. In this paper, we have taken a somewhat extreme, but safe, strategy:
a conditional probability P(hj#) is deﬁned only if P(#) > 0 for every satisfying probability measure. A theory
where conditional probability is primitive would not need such precautions. However, even within the conﬁnes
of the ‘‘standard’’ theory we might contemplate alternatives. For instance, we might take P(hj#) to belong to
the set {P(h ^ #)/P(#): P(#) > 0} whenever this set is nonempty (this solution is similar to Walley’s regular
extension [70]). In fact, Program (3) does produce valid answers under this deﬁnition of conditioning; however,
we do not explore this path further in this paper.
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As noted in the previous section, the ﬂexibility of propositional probabilistic logic comes at a price in com-
putational complexity. Besides, a language that is too unstructured may in fact overwhelm its users. In this
section, we explore ways to attach ‘‘structure’’ to assessments using graph-theoretic tools.
3.1. PPL networks
Consider a set X = {X1, . . . ,Xn} of binary variables, each representing a proposition; bX i denotes the corre-
sponding literal. A directed acyclic graph G is associated with X: each variable is a node in G. If edge X! Y
belongs to G, then X is a parent of Y; parents of Y are denoted by pa(Y). Nodes that can be reached from X
through directed edges are descendants of X. We assume the graph to be endowed with the following Markov
condition, taken literally from the theory of Bayesian networks [9,51,57]: Xi is conditionally independent from
its nondescendants nonparents given its parents. This leads to the unique factorization PðXÞ ¼Q
iP ðX i j paðX iÞÞ for every distribution satisfying the Markov condition.
For the purposes of probabilistic logic, it makes sense to separate the graph and its Markov condition from
the probabilistic assessments and logical constraints. The directed acyclic graph simply indicates independence
relations amongst variables; assessments need not directly specify the probabilities P(Xijpa(Xi)). However, the
following is required. Every assessment is either a logical formula /j that is asserted to be true, or an assess-
ment P(/j ^ uj) 2 [ajP(uj),bjP(uj)], where /j and uj are propositional formulas in conjunctive normal form
(CNF) containing only variables in the graph. The reason why we restrict formulas to CNF is discussed in
Section 4 and in the proofs of lemmas and theorems.
To understand the advantage of this graph-theoretic framework, consider the size of the multilinear pro-
gram that must be solved for satisﬁability and inference. While ‘‘unstructured’’ probabilistic logic requires
manipulation of probabilities for 2n truth assignments, a graph-theoretic model must only deal with the prob-
abilities in the decomposition
Q
iP ðX i j paðX iÞÞ.
Example 3. Consider Example 1 and take the graph G in Fig. 2 left (one might adopt a diﬀerent graph; a
possible alternative is also shown in Fig. 2). This graph and its Markov condition imply independence
relations; for instance, FlyingBird and Penguin are independent given any conjunction of literals dAntarcticBird
and dBird. Multilinear programming, subject to these independence assumptions and previous assessments,
produces P(FlyingBirdjBird ^AntarcticBird) 2 [0.949, 0.960] and P(PenguinjAntarcticBird) = 0. Note: the
conditional independence of FlyingBird and Penguin stated in the network may seem at ﬁrst to clash with the
logical dependence between these propositions (we must have  (FlyingBird ^ Penguin)). But the network is
satisﬁable: either P(FlyingBirdjAntarcticBird) = 0 or P(PenguinjAntarcticBird) = 0 or both. If these conclusions
seem inadequate, then an edge must be included between FlyingBird and Penguin, thus removing multilinear
constraints. Similarly, if we had assessments such that P(FlyingBirdjAntarcticBird) > 0 and P(PenguinjAnt-
arcticBird) > 0, the network would be unsatisﬁable and would have to be modiﬁed. So a PPL network is not a
ﬁnished collection of truths; it is a tool that lets assessments and constraints be critically evaluated through
inference.
In short, we have the following model, where assessments follow the pattern of Expression (1).
Deﬁnition 4. A Propositional Probabilistic Logic (PPL) network consists of a triple ðG;L;AÞ, where G is a
directed acyclic graph with n nodes, each one identiﬁed with a variable; L is a list of formulas; A is a list of
assessments ajP(uj) 6 P(/j ^ uj) 6 bjP(uj), where /j and uj are formulas; all formulas are in CNF containing
variables in G.Fig. 2. From left to right: graph G in Example 3; an alternative graph; constraint network for the ﬁrst graph (G). Nodes contain only the
capital letters of variable names.
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deﬁnes a set of probability distributions (over its variables) that must satisfyA,L, and all independence rela-
tions imposed by its graph. The formulas ofA andL are kept separate as this leads to important simpliﬁca-
tions when assessing complexity and developing algorithms (Sections 4 and 5). In a PPL network assessments
may be (i) unsatisﬁable; (ii) satisﬁable by a single distribution; (iii) satisﬁable by a set of distributions.
3.2. Brief comments on two related graphical languages
The previous work that is closest to this paper is undoubtely Andersen and Hooker’s ‘‘Bayesian logic’’ [1].
Indeed several ideas presented here are already stated by Andersen and Hooker; in particular, the need to
combine probabilistic satisﬁability (where independence is usually ignored) and Bayesian networks (where a
single joint probability distribution is always assumed), and the need to resort to nonlinear programming
for inference. Their language stays slightly closer to the standard Bayesian network scheme, in that they pro-
pose encoding deterministic constraints through probabilities. We instead separate formulas into sets A and
L, so as to obtain sharper complexity results; we also note that the complexity analysis in this paper is new as
Andersen and Hooker do not focus on this aspect of their model. An addditional, and signiﬁcant, diﬀerence
between the present paper and previous eﬀorts by Andersen and Hooker is the inference framework we pro-
pose in Section 5. While Andersen and Hooker strive to retain the linear programming ﬂavor of probabilistic
satisﬁability, we directly employ results from multilinear programming and variable elimination, in order to
produce better elimination orderings during inference. In any case, we are clearly indebted to the seminal ideas
advanced by Andersen and Hooker.
There are several languages in the literature that combine (propositional) constraints and probabilistic
assessments, and yet guarantee satisﬁability by a unique distribution [6,26,46,57]. We present here a very brief
summary of a representative proposal, to indicate the main conceptual diﬀerences from PPL networks.
The formalism we wish to discuss is Dechter and Mateescu’s mixed networks [26]. A mixed network consists
of a Bayesian network over X, whose joint distribution is denoted by PB, and a list of logical constraints whose
set of valid truth assignments is denoted by C. The logical constraints are represented by an undirected graph:
two variables are connected if they appear together in a logical constraint (Fig. 2 shows the constraint network
for Example 3; clearly such constraint networks can be used to describe L in PPL networks). Dechter and
Mateescu combine the Bayesian network and the constraint network to produce a single probability distribu-
tion over the truth assignments in C:PðX ¼ xÞ ¼
Q
iP BðX i ¼ xijðpaðX iÞ ¼ piÞ ^ ðx 2 CÞÞ if x 2 C;
0 if x 62 C:

Now, a mixed network is not a tool that combines logical and probabilistic data with equal status; what we
have is a Bayesian network and an elaborate description of a conditioning event C. We are not, in any sense,
enforcing P(C) = 1. Perhaps what should be stressed is this: an inference conditional on event C is not the same
as an inference under the logical constraint that C obtains.
Example 5. Consider two variables X and Y, a directed acyclic graph X ! Y, and the constraint X _ Y.
Suppose we have P(X = 1) 6 1/2, P(Y = 1jX = 1)P 1/2, P(Y = 1jX = 0) 6 1/2. Then max P(Y =
1jX _ Y) = 2/3. However, max P(Y = 1) = 1/2 when subject to probabilistic assessments and to X _ Y
being true. (Note: if we had a Bayesian network X! Y with P(X = 1) = P(Y = 1jX = 1) = P(Y =
1jX = 0) = 1/2, then P(X _ Y) = 3/4, inconsistent with logical constraint X _ Y.)4. The complexity of PPL networks
In this section, we present results on the complexity of PPL networks. We will use in this section results
from the theory of strong extensions of credal networks [13,22]. A credal network consists of a directed acyclic
graph where each node is associated with a variable Xi and with constraints on conditional distributions; these
constraints deﬁne sets of probability measures (such sets are referred to as credal sets). The usual Markov con-
dition then creates the network’s strong extension: a set of Bayesian networks sharing the same graph. We also
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lower (or upper) probability P(/ju) (or P ð/ j uÞ) for formula / given the formula u. The decision problem is:
Deﬁnition 6. Given a PPL network N ¼ ðG;L;AÞ, PPL-inference is the problem of deciding whether
there is a probability distribution d (for the node set of G) satisfying all constraints in L and A.
LetN ¼ ðG;L;AÞ be a PPL network. The auxiliary Boolean credal networkN0 ¼ ðG0;K0Þ ofN is pro-
duced as follows:
• G0  G and has a new node Cij for each non-unitary clause appearing in a formula /j ofA (both for con-
ditioned and conditioning formulas). Each Cij is connected with new arcs from the variables it contains.
• Constraints of A are inserted in K 0 as follows: A 2A is inserted into K 0 iﬀ A deﬁnes an interval of prob-
abilities for a single variable of G0 given a conjunction of its parents, that is, A  ajP(uj) 6 P(/j ^ uj) 6
bjP(uj), where /j is a single literal bX and uj is a conjunction of X’s parents in G.
• CPTs encoding the truth tables of new Cij clauses are inserted into K 0 associating these nodes and their
parents.
An auxiliary network can be formed in polynomial time: it keeps the nodes of the original PPL networkN
and adds a node per non-unitary clause inA. As formulas are in CNF, clauses are disjunctions of literals. Truth
tables of these clauses are therefore easy to encode (zero only when all literals are negated and one elsewhere).
An important quantity is the treewidth [64,65] of the auxiliary network, because constraints in A may imply
new relations between variables that are expressed by new Cij nodes in the auxiliary network (the treewidth
of a network is the treewidth of its underlying graph). If each clause appearing inA is restricted to a variable
and its parents, then all constraints inAmay be encoded in the local credal setsK 0 of the auxiliary network, and
the treewidth of the PPL network is the same as the treewidth of its auxiliary network. We now present a
sequence of results that employ these concepts; proofs of all lemmas and theorems are in Appendix A.
Lemma 7. The treewidth of a PPL network N ¼ ðG;L;AÞ is equal to the treewidth of its auxiliary network
N0 ¼ ðG0;K0Þ if all clauses in all constraints of A are restricted to variables ofN and their parents in G.
We classify a PPL network either as bounded treewidth or multi-connected:
Deﬁnition 8. A PPL networkN has bounded treewidth (BTW) if its auxiliary network has treewidth smaller
than O(log(S)), where S is the input size needed to specifyN; otherwiseN is multi-connected.
Logical constraints and assessments can be tested in time similar to Bayesian network inference:
Lemma 9. Given a BTW (respectively multi-connected) PPL networkN ¼ ðG;L;AÞ and a constraint /j 2L,
deciding whether a given probability distribution d (for the node set of G) satisfies /j is in P (respectively in PP).
Lemma 10. Given a BTW (respectively multi-connected) PPL networkN ¼ ðG;L;AÞ and a assessment Aj 2A,
deciding whether a given probability distribution d (for the node set of G) satisfies Aj is in P (respectively in PP).
Now, our main theorem:
Theorem 11. PPL-inference is NP-Complete for BTW PPL networks and NPPP-Complete for multi-
connected PPL networks.
The following consequence of our results deserves attention. Note that complexity of inferences depends on
the treewidth of the auxiliary network (proof of Theorem 11), and this treewidth does not depend on the num-
ber/size of constraints in L (by construction). Thus, purely logical constraints do not increase complexity of
inferences, regardless of the treewidth of their corresponding constraint network. However, note that this
observation is valid only for the logical constraints inL, not for probabilistic assessments involving formulas
inA (as they may increase the treewidth of the auxiliary network). Another observation is this. The CNF-SAT
problem (satisﬁability restricted to CNF formulas) is already NP-Complete; thus if we include probabilistic
assessments into a CNF-SAT problem using a BTW credal network, our results show that complexity does
not increase.
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One can obtain lower/upper probabilities in a PPL network by multilinear programming. A ‘‘naive’’ solu-
tion is to write down linear and multilinear constraints for the 2n truth assignments for variables in the net-
work. In this section, we propose a better strategy to compute inferences, where we exploit the factorizationQ
iPðX i j paðX iÞÞ expressed by a PPL network. Instead of focusing on a single algorithm, we present a frame-
work that can be combined with, and beneﬁt from, any Bayesian network inference algorithm.
The basic idea is to run a Bayesian network inference algorithm to produce a compact description of a mul-
tilinear program — a program where the probability values P(Xijpa(Xi)) in the auxiliary network appear as
optimization variables. This idea is borrowed from the literature of credal networks [19].
At ﬁrst, the auxiliary network of the given PPL network is created. This network is in fact a credal network
(with Boolean variables) that encodes the dependence structure of the original model. A multilinear program is
generated where the optimization variables are probabilities P(Xijpa(Xi)) of the auxiliary network. The chal-
lenge is how to handle probabilities over formulas (more precisely: how to generate the expressions connecting
these probabilities to probabilities P(Xijpa(Xi)) that constitute the factorization). To do so, each constraint inL
is treated as a query inN0. These queries are in fact joint queries inN0 (see proof of Lemma 9 for details). Each
assessment ofA either was inserted intoN0 (during its construction) as a constraint on local credal sets, or it is
also treated as a query in N0. Again, these queries are joint queries inN0, because each Aj 2A deals with
clauses that have become nodes in the construction of the auxiliary network (see proof of Lemma 10 for details).
As we ﬁnish these computations, we have a credal networkN0 (with Boolean variables) and a set of que-
ries. The only, but important, diﬀerence between this setting and a simple belief updating in a credal network is
that we must simultaneously satisfy all queries. But we still have a multilinear program: we have only joint
queries, and each such joint query is a multilinear function
P
XnXQ
Q
iP ðX ijpaðX iÞÞ over the optimization vari-
ables and restricted to some rational interval.
A particularly simple algorithm that computes queries in Bayesian networks, and that can be applied here,
is variable elimination [25,73]. The purpose of variable elimination is to eﬃciently compute a summation of
products such as
P
X
Q
iPðX ijpaðX iÞÞ. In our setting, we must write down symbolically the factorization pro-
duced by variable elimination. Every time a summation can be interchanged with a multiplication, we intro-
duce new optimization variables to simplify the expression (similarly to the algorithm in [19]). Applying this
idea several times, the initial multilinear function is transformed into a set of smaller multilinear constraints.
The drawback is that we introduce new artiﬁcial optimization variables that will be part of the ﬁnal multilinear
programming problem.
Here is a step-by-step description of how to generate the multilinear program and make the inference:
• First, construct the auxiliary Boolean credal networkN0 fromN and insert into a multilinear program all
constraints deﬁned inN0 by its credal sets.
• For each /j 2L, we must have P(/j) = 1. We know that /j =§iCij, as /j is in CNF. Moreover, each
clause Cij is a disjunction of literals _k bX ijk, where Xijk appears in the auxiliary network. Thus,P
^
i
Cij
 !
¼ 1() 8iP ð:CijÞ ¼ 0() 8iP
^
k
:bX ijk ! ¼ 0:
Note that this last assertion is just a joint query in the auxiliary network. So we insert this assertion into the
multilinear program and constraints to deﬁne these joint queries as factorized probability measures ofN0.
This is done by running the symbolic procedure mentioned before. Any inference algorithm (adapted to run
symbolically) can be used.
• For each Aj 2A, we must have aj P(uj) 6 P(/j ^ uj) 6 bjP(uj), where /j =§iCij, with Cij clause of /j and
uj =§iDij, with Dij clause of uj (formulas /j and uj are in CNF too). By construction of the auxiliary net-
work, clauses Cij and Dij are already represented by nodes inN
0. So, we haveajP
^
i
Dij
 !
6 P
^
i
Cij ^
^
i
Dij
 !
6 bjP
^
i
Dij
 !
:
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into the multilinear program and constraints to deﬁne these joint queries as factorized probability measures
ofN0. Again we need to run the symbolic procedure mentioned before.
• In the ﬁnal step, the multilinear program must be solved. Its solution determines whether there is a prob-
ability distribution that satisﬁes all assessments.
Thus, for each query, we have run a symbolic version of our preferred algorithm for inference, which out-
puts a set of multilinear constraints. The overall multilinear program was obtained by taking all multilinear
constraints plus the constraints already deﬁned inN0 by the credal sets. Using this multilinear program, we
can verify satisﬁability or even evaluate the maximum/minimum of P(/ju) (subject to all assessments and
constraints).
This method can be used with a variety of inference algorithms for Bayesian networks; in particular, it can
be used with algorithms that exploit the presence of determinism [6,27]. Another obvious path is to explore
approximation algorithms, because exact techniques are certainly limited in the size of solvable problems
[40]. We leave such investigations for the future.
6. Moving to ﬁrst-order: relational networks
In this section, we move beyond propositional languages, brieﬂy looking into elements of ﬁrst-order logic.
To ﬁx terminology: in ﬁrst-order logic a formula is a combination of constants, relations, functions, Boolean
operators, quantiﬁers $ and ", and logical variables (not to be confused with the ‘‘random’’ variables Xi we
associate with nodes in networks). A sentence is a formula without free logical variables. The semantics is
established using a domain (a set of individuals). An interpretation assigns constants, relations and functions
in the domain respectively to constants, relations and functions in the vocabulary. More details can be found
in several textbooks [52].
Before we move into technical matters, we would like to mention a few notable languages in the literature.
We wish to stress the fact, already alluded to several times, that existing languages either emphasize ﬂexible
assessments without independence judgements, or emphasize uniqueness of probabilities with strong assump-
tions on independence.
We start with Nilsson’s inﬂuential work on ﬁrst-order probabilistic logic [55], where he took assessments
similar to Expression (1) but with / and u ﬁrst-order sentences. Nilsson’s logic interprets probabilities as mea-
sures over sets of interpretations. More general languages [2,34] attach probabilities also to domains, and
allow quantiﬁers to appear ‘‘outside’’ of probabilistic assessments. Several logics [32,48,56] and applications
(for example, in ‘‘probabilistic’’ logic programming [45,47,53]) have been studied in the last 20 years. Most
such work, typically referred to as ‘‘ﬁrst-order probabilistic logic,’’ allows general assessments (interval-val-
ued, set-valued, qualitative ones), and ignores independence relations, even when independence can be
expressed in the language. Inferential vacuity is a concern, and complexity is typically very high.
A diﬀerent strategy has received attention recently. Here graph-theoretic models, such as Bayesian net-
works, are enhanced with elements of ﬁrst-order logic. Usually the language is relational, the domain is ﬁnite,
and assumptions of unique names are made to guarantee ﬁniteness of propositionalized models. Often the
resulting languages are called ‘‘probabilistic relational models’’ [30,42,54,58]. A formalism that is worth men-
tioning is the language of Markov logic [63]. Markov logic attaches grounded terms to nodes in undirected
graphs; this creates diﬃculties because the usual Markov conditions for undirected graphs fail to induce fac-
torization when events of zero probability are present [9].1 Markov logic postulates a particular factorization,
striving to guarantee that a single probability distribution is produced by any set of allowed sentences and
assessments. In all of these ‘‘probabilistic relational models’’ and related schemes, we obtain models that
are compact and eﬃcient; that guarantee satisﬁability and existence of a unique probability distribution;1 The same problem appears with chain graphs [9]; that is, the same failure of factorization may happen in the presence of logical
constraints. We have entertained the use of chain graphs in probabilistic logic [14]; however, we have concluded this not to be feasible, and
in this paper we have reverted to a previous proposal [20].
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ments they allow, and they require strong factorization assumptions to guarantee uniqueness.
After this brief interlude on related work, we can return to our proposal. We wish to focus on probabilistic
logics with a balanced mix of point/interval/set-valued assessments and logical constraints, and with eﬃcient
graph-theoretic representations based on independence relations. We cannot hope to address, in this section,
ﬁrst-order probabilistic logics in their full generality; instead we present a restricted language with some attrac-
tive features. The basic idea is to extend PPL networks to relational settings using concepts in Jaeger’s rela-
tional Bayesian networks [42,43].
Relational Bayesian networks assume a vocabulary S of relations and a ﬁnite domain where each individ-
ual has an exclusive name. Each node of a directed acyclic graph is associated with a relation. A relation r is
then associated with a probability expression Fr that produces the probability of r(v) for any v in a domain D.
The probability formula Fr may depend on other relations, the parents of r in the graph. If a free variable
appears in the parents of r but not in r, then probabilities must be fused in some way. For example, suppose
that relation r(v) has parent relation s(u,v); then the probability p(r(v)j{s(u,v)}) must be speciﬁed for arbitrary
sets of individuals u. Relational Bayesian networks employ combination functions, denoted by
M{F1, . . . ,Fnju;c(u,v)}, to combine Fi for all u that satisfy the equality constraint c(u,v). Examples of such
functions are Noisy-OR, Max, Min, and Mean. A relational Bayesian network is perhaps best viewed as a
ﬁrst-order ‘‘template’’ for Bayesian networks: given a domain, a relational Bayesian network yields a
‘‘propositionalized’’ Bayesian network that can be used for inference [43].
All of this can be directly turned into a powerful (but very restricted) ﬁrst-order probabilistic logic, using
ideas already tested in PPL networks.
Deﬁnition 12. A Restricted Relational Probabilistic Logic (RRPL) network consists of a tuple
ðD;S;G;L;AÞ, where D is a ﬁnite set of individuals, S is a vocabulary with constants and relations, G is
a directed acyclic graph with n nodes, each one identiﬁed with a relation ri inS;L is a list of sentences inS,
restricted to universally quantiﬁed conjunctions of disjunctions of possibly negated relations; A is a list of
assessments ajP(uj) 6 P(/j ^ uj) 6 bj P(uj), where /j and uj are formulas without quantiﬁers inS such that all
logical variables are bound to universal quantiﬁers ‘‘outside’’ of the inequalities.
We assume throughout the correspondingMarkov condition, directly from the theory of relational Bayesian
networks [42]: an instantiation of a relation is independent of instantiations of its nondescendants nonparents
given instantiations of its parents. Note the restriction on the form of ﬁrst-order sentences: basically, they must
be universal sentences in conjunctive normal form. It is possible to relax the restrictions on assessments by allow-
ing expressions of the generality considered by Jaeger [42]; we have simpliﬁed the deﬁnition due to lack of space.
Similarly to relational Bayesian networks, a RRPL network is a template for PPL networks: given a ﬁnite
domain, we can produce a PPL network for inferences.
Example 13. Consider Example 3. The example is perhaps more accurately viewed as an ontology expressing
facts about individuals in some domain. Suppose a RRPL network is deﬁned by the graph in Fig. 3, and
sentences and assessments: "x:AntarcticBird(x)! Bird(x), "x:FlyingBird(x)! Bird(x), "x:Penguin(x)!
Bird(x), "x:FlyingBird(x)! Flies(x), "x:Penguin(x)! Flies(x); "x:P(FlyingBird(x)jBird(x)) = 0.95, "x:
P(AntarcticBird(x)jBird(x)) = 0.01, "x:P(Bird(x))P 0.2, "x:P(FlyingBird(x) _ PenguinjAntarcticBird(x))P
0.2, "x:P(FliesjBird)P 0.8; ﬁnally, "x,y:P(SameSpecies(x,y)jAntarcticBird(x) ^ AntarcticBird(y))P 0.7. This
last assessment ties together individuals in the domain (note: the assessment is not required to ‘‘follow’’ the
direction of edges; we could have assessed a diﬀerent expression for the probability of SameSpecies). Now
suppose we have two individuals, Tweety and Opus. The propositionalized PPL network for this domain is
presented in Fig. 3. Using the framework in Section 5 with the variable elimination algorithm, we obtainFig. 3. Left: graph G in Example 13. Right: propositionalized PPL network in Example 13. Nodes contain only capital letters of relations
and individuals.
F.G. Cozman et al. / Internat. J. Approx. Reason. 49 (2008) 3–17 13P(SameSpecies(Tweety,Opus)jPenguin(Tweety)^AntarcticBird(Opus)) 2[0.7,1.0]. Note that this probability is
‘‘inherited’’ from the conditioning on AntarcticBird(x) ^ AntarcticBird(y) in the last assessment (as
P ( AntarcticBird(x) ^ Penguin(x)) = 0 for all x).
In Example 13, we have point-valued and interval-valued assessments; we could also have qualitative and
ordinal assessments. More importantly in the context of RRPL networks, we need not adopt any artiﬁcially
‘‘standardized’’ way to combine expressions (such as the Noisy-OR function).
Example 14. Consider assessments, constraints, and graph G in Example 13. Suppose another relation, Sick, is
introduced to represent illnesses spreading amongst members of the same species. Suppose the node for Sick is
added to graph G as a child of SameSpecies and Flies, and the following probability expression is available:
"x,y:P(Sick(x)jFlies(y) ^ SameSpecies(x,y)) = 0.9. This assessment can be taken literally: as y ranges over the
domain, we obtain a number of separate constraints and there is no need to combine them through Noisy-OR
— there is no obstacle to us using Noisy-OR or any other function if we judge that to be reasonable, but a
combination is not mandated by the language.
We have discussed inference in RRPL networks through propositionalization; the relevant complexity
results and algorithms are inherited from the theory of PPL networks, presented in previous sections. An alter-
native and most promising idea is to conduct lifted inference; that is, to do calculations, to the extend that it is
possible, with parameterized probabilities and ﬁrst-order formulas [24,59]. Several algorithms for lifted infer-
ence in relational Bayesian networks may be subject to the framework described in Section 5: lifted inference is
run ‘‘symbolically’’ (perhaps a few times), thus generating a multilinear program that is subsequently solved.
We leave for the future an investigation of the practical feasibility of this idea.7. Conclusion
Probabilistic logics must accommodate independence relations, both to reduce inferential vacuity and to
organize assessments. In this paper we have introduced graph-theoretic models for probabilistic logics with
independence, using elements of Bayesian network theory; we then investigated their complexity and presented
inference algorithms. We have tried to stay close to one of the main tenets of probabilistic logic: constraints
and assessments hold equal status, and verifying their consistency is an important task.
The networks we propose in this paper try to balance the ﬂexibility of traditional probabilistic logic and the
eﬃciency of probabilistic relational models. In fact, while the former is ‘‘too loose’’ and leads to computa-
tional challenges and inferential vacuity, the latter are ‘‘too strict’’ in what they assume and demand. Our pro-
posals accept that some structure is necessary in practice, thus adopting graph-theoretic tools; however, our
proposals do not assume as many independence relations and structural conditions as needed to obtain a sin-
gle probability distribution. In fact, once we move to sets of distributions, we can also handle many other
types of assessments, such as qualitative, interval-valued, set-valued, and ordinal ones [20].
Two ﬁnal points should be emphasized. First, our results show that complexity of inferences grows basi-
cally as the treewidth of assessments in A, and not with the treewidth of a constraint network representing
L. The second point to emphasize is the unifying character of credal networks in the framework we have built.
In previous sections, we have explicitly left several topics for future work: an investigation of phase transi-
tions, a proper account of conditioning on events of zero probability, a study of approximate algorithms. Con-
cerning algorithms, it would be particularly useful to develop techniques that exploit logical constraints during
inference. We note that there has already been work on the detection of ‘‘entailment separation’’ in structured
constraint networks [18]. It is perhaps unrewarding to list all possible future work on probabilistic logic with
independence— one might investigate more expressive ﬁrst-order languages, applications, connections to other
ﬁelds. Clearly this section closes just the beginning of a longer journey.
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Proof of Lemma 7. Suppose G has treewidth k and this value can be achieved by an elimination order
X1, . . . ,Xn of its nodes. Take the moral graph of G
0 and a variable elimination order for it that begins with the
variables C1j,C2j, . . . ,Cmj (related to all clauses appearing on formulas Aj in A) followed by X1, . . . ,Xn. After
eliminating all Cij, the moral graph of G
0 becomes exactly the moral graph of G, because the parents of each Cij
were already connected in the moral graph of G (we have supposed in this lemma that each clause involves
only a variable and its parents). Thus the width of this elimination order in G0 is equal to the width of
X1, . . . ,Xn in G, that is, k. An alternative path to prove this lemma is to realize that the size of maximum clique
of the moral graph of G0 is the same as in graph G, because each Cij is only connected to variables of G that
already form a clique, and nodes Cij have no arcs among each other. h
Proof of Lemma 9. First, construct the auxiliary Boolean credal networkN0 fromN. Deciding whether /j is
satisﬁed by d is exactly the question whether d leads to Pd(/j) = 1, with /j =§iCij and Cij a clause (as long as
/j is in CNF). Because formulas are in CNF, each Cij is a disjunction of literals Cij ¼ _k bX ijk, where bX ijk is a
literal in N0. Thus, P ðCijÞ ¼ 1() P ð:CijÞ ¼ 0() P ð
V
k:bX ijkÞ ¼ 0. Note that this last assertion is just a
joint query inN0. For a ﬁxed probability distribution d,N0 is a Bayesian network (a single conditional dis-
tribution is selected from each credal set). So we just need to evaluate whether d leads to Pdð
V
k:bX ijkÞ ¼ 0 for
all clauses of /j. Thus, for a BTW PPL network, each such evaluation takes polynomial time in S (as a BTW
Bayesian network belief updating is in P), and because of the polynomial number of clauses, the total amount
of time is polynomial in S too. For a multi-connected network, each evaluation is in PP (the complexity class
for general belief updating in Bayesian networks). Because PP is closed under truth-table reductions [28], we
can make all the PP evaluations ‘‘in parallel’’ and answer yes if and only if each one answered yes. This com-
pletes the proof. h
Proof of Lemma 10. Here, we proceed similarly to Lemma 9. First, construct the auxiliary Boolean credal net-
work N0 from N. Deciding whether Aj is satisﬁed by d is the same as deciding whether ajPd(uj) 6
Pd(/j ^ uj) 6 bjPd(uj), where /j =§iCij, with Cij clause of /j and uj =§iDij, with Dij clause of uj (this holds
because formulas are in CNF). By construction of auxiliary networks, clauses Cij and Dij are already repre-
sented by nodes in N0 encoding their truth tables. Thus, we just need to evaluate p1 = Pd(§iCij ^§i Dij)
and p2 = Pd(§iDij), and test whether p1 is in the interval [ajp2,bjp2]. Note that evaluation of p1 and p2 are just
joint queries inN0. For a ﬁxed probability distribution d,N0 is a Bayesian network. Thus, for a BTW PPL
network, both evaluations take polynomial time in S and the total time is polynomial. For a multi-connected
network, each evaluation is in PP, and we need two adaptive evaluations (as to decide whether p1 is in that
interval we need to previously compute p2). Because PP equals P
PP[logn] (that is, O(logn) adaptive queries to
PP is still in PP) [3,28], the lemma follows. h
Proof of Theorem 11. Consider ﬁrst BTW networks. Pertinence is achieved by Lemmas 9 and 10: given a prob-
ability distribution d, verifying satisfaction of each constraint/assessment inL and A takes polynomial time
in the size of the input. We show hardness with a polynomial time reduction from CNF-SAT: given a CNF
Boolean formula n with clauses C1, . . . ,Cm in the variables X, is there an instantiation of X that satisfies n? Con-
struct a PPL networkN ¼ ðG;L;AÞ with no arcs in G and nodes X, empty A and L containing only the
formula n. It is clear that there is a probability distribution d that satisﬁes the PPL-inference inN if and
only if there is an instantiation that satisﬁes the CNF-SAT problem, because we verify in the PPL-inference
whether P ð:CjÞ ¼
Q
iPð:bX ijÞ ¼ 0 for all 1 6 j 6 m, where bX ij are the literals appearing in Cj. Note that the
topology of G used here is even simpler than a polytree (there are no arcs and every node is independent from
each other). So, even in this case the PPL-inference is NP-Complete.
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probability distribution d, deciding whether each constraint in L and each assessment in A is satisﬁed is in
PP. Because PP is closed under truth-table reductions [28], we can make all the PP evaluations (for all
formulas inA andL) ‘‘in parallel’’ and answer yes if and only if each one answered yes. PPL-inference is
NPPP-Hard because a PPL network is an obvious generalization of a Boolean credal network. The belief
updating problem in a Boolean credal network is to decide whether P ðbX qÞP r, where bX q is the query and r is
a rational number. To polynomially reduce this problem to a PPL-inference, we just have to encode the
local credal sets of the credal network as assessments inA (this is trivial, as assessments inA are more general
than local credal sets) and insert an additional assessment specifying that rP(u) 6 P(/ ^ u) 6 P(u), with
/ ¼ bX q and u as a tautology. Now the theorem is immediate. A solution to the PPL-inference solves belief
updating in a Boolean credal network. hReferences
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